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Putting your data center together can feel like you’re twisting a Rubik’s 
cube. No matter where you turn, it seems like it’s impossible to get the pieces 
to line up - and when pieces don’t line up, downtime happens. Nimble 
Infosight helps you line up the missing pieces with predictive analytics to 
identify and mitigate issues automatically, giving your team more time for 
strategic initiatives. Let’s look at some common costs and causes of data 
center downtime and how Nimble Infosight can help. 

WHAT ARE THE
ROOT CAUSES?

Equipment
failure

Generator
failure

Weather

Water,
heat or
CRAC
failure

Accidental
Human Error

Cyber Crime
UPS system failure

Nimble InfoSight:
The Missing Piece to
Your Data Center
Rubik’s Cube.

2x
COMPLETE OUTAGES COST

WHAT PARTIAL OUTAGES COST

86% OF DATA CENTER PROBLEMS
AUTO-SOLVED WITH INFOSIGHT

PREDICT TO AVOID THE PITFALLS
Nimble Storage InfoSight is not just a better way of managing storage—it completely 
transforms the model for storage management. Enable proactive system health and support 
with insightful and actionable information, presented through intuitive dashboards.

$505,502(2010) $740,357to

The average cost of a data center 
outage has increased from 

16)

OF PROBLEMS RESOLVED 
MOVE BEYOND STORAGE99.9%

IT’S TIME TO PLAN.
Infosight helps identify performance bottlenecks anywhere in your environment, and 
indicates whether taking steps outside of your storage like increasing cache or upgrading 
controllers would improve performance.

99.9999%
WITH INFOSIGHT YOU CAN REACH

GUARANTEED AVAILABILITY

MITIGATE THE REAL COST OF DOWNTIME
InfoSight completely redefines storage management and support by utilizing data science to provide insight on 
timing for replacements and upgrades. This knowledge when combined with the expertise of Comport Technology 
Solutions can ensure the optimal health of all Nimble Storage arrays, mitigating downtime in your environment.

TRYING TO ALIGN THAT LAST PIECE? COMPORT CAN HELP.
Storage that is integrated with predictive analytics is typically more nimble, reliable and secure than traditional 
storage infrastructure. Comport offers an array of innovative storage solutions to support your changing business 
requirements. If you are weighing your storage options, trust Comport to simplify your enterprise IT solution. 
Comport helps clients get the highest value possible out of their storage investment. Our solution architects 
are uniquely trained to design a customized solution that best aligns with your business needs

Contact Comport at (800) 830-0330 to transform the way you do business.

Source: Ponemon Institute, Cost of Data Center Outages, January 2016

https://www.comport.com/
https://www.comport.com/

